Seventh Annual Michigan One on One Tournament
Playoff Packet One (Semi Finals) Toss-ups
Questions by Ben Heller, Paul Litvak, Mark Calaguas, David Thorsley, and Craig Barker.
1.
A 1926 alumnus of the University of Chicago law school, he was the senior advisor to the US delegation at the first
meeting of the UN General Assembly in 1946. 14 years later, he was appointed US ambassador to the United
Nations, where he served until his death from a heart attack in London on July 14, 1965. For 10 points, name this
grandson of a vice-president who lost back-to-back presidential elections to Eisenhower in 1952 and 1956.
Answer: Adlai Ewing Stevenson

2.
His ethical philosophy was compiled posthumously as Deontology, or the Science of Morality. Many of his works were
published in France by Eitienne Dumont, including an early work that later became The Rationale of Reward and The
Rationale of Punishment. His first work, A Fragment on Government, was a commentary on his hero Sir William
Blackstone. For 10 points--identify this philosopher, known for his design of the Panopticon , a model prison, and for
his origination of the principle of Utilitarianism.
Answer:
Jeremy Bentham
3.
This year's commencement speaker, Senator John McCain, told the graduating class that he hoped that they would
choose their careers with care, for they were pioneers in many ways. Maj. Gen. Josiah Bunting III reminded the class
that the world watched for their mistakes and they made none. The class of 250 that commenced included the first
13 women who made it all the way from "rat year" to graduation. For 10 points-name this Lexington, Virginia school,
the nation's last military college to admit women.
Answer: Yirginia Military institute

4.
One of this author's stories, concerning the rise of a race of Japanese water breathing people, was adapted for the
screen in 1959 as Inter Ice Age 4. A doctor by training, he published his first collection of poetry, "Poems of an
Unknown Poet", in 1959. He is better known, however, for avant-garde comic novels such as The Face of Another,
and The Man Who Tumed into A Stick. For 10 points- identify this Japanese novelist, famous for The Ark Sakura,
and The Woman in the Dunes.
Answer: Kobo Abe

5.
Reduced by renal failure to produced the precursor hormone, Chemotherapy also destroys the precursor cells
leading to normocytic anemia. Developing from a multipotential cell in the mesenchyme, a hemocytoblast, it
becomes a normoblast before filling with hemoglobin and losing its nucleus and mitochondria, thereby morphing into
a reticulocyte. For 10 pOints, name this bell-shaped component of blood that carries hemoglobin.
Answer: Erythrocyte or Red Blood Cell or Red Corpuscle
6.
The show's main character used a chess knight as his emblem, emblazoned on both his business card and holster.
Working out of a San Francisco hotel, his marketing method was to scour the newspapers of the day, looking where
his services might be of use. Paladin would then send his card along with the clipping and a note of his standard fee,
a thousand dollars, for which he would journey great distances. For 10 points-name this 1959-65 CBS show, whose
title came from the four words on Paladin's business card.
Answer: Have Gun. Will Travel
(prompt on Paladin before mentioned)

7.
Linguists feel that its most appropriate usage can come when the phrase "I told you so" could be easily substituted.
Wittgenstein once expounded in a lecture why there was not a perfect English equivalent of this word, largely
because the Teutonic people take a certain pleasure in the failure of others in a way that neither the British nor the
Americans could ever fully grasp. For 10 pOints--name this word, the German term for "malicious joy."
Answer: schadenfreude

8.
As a young man his father wished him to learn French and refuse to speak to him unless it was in that language. He
created a method of calculating the statistical distribution of certain variables when others are specified called the
transformation theory of quantum mechanics. Applying to quantum mechanics the ideas of Einstein's special theory
of relativity, he had the revolutionary idea that the electron could be described by four wave functions. For 10 points,
name this creator of the theory of the spinning electron.
Answer: Paul Dirac

9.
With William Bradford Jr. and other classmates at Princeton, he revived the Plain Dealing Club, and used his talents
th
to attack the conservative Cliosophic Society. He also worked on a picaresque account of life in 18 century America
entitled Father Bombo's Pilgrimage to Mecca in Arabia, his first collaboration with H H Breckenridge. With him, he
also wrote "A Poem on the Rising Glory in America." Best known for romantic poems such as "The Wild Honey
Suckle", this is, For 10 points-- what author of "The British Prison Ship."
Answer: Philip Freneau
10.
He claimed the highlight of his term was being present in Bangor, Maine when Telstar was launched. His friendship
with Bobby Kennedy helped get him named FCC Chairman by JFK in 1961 . It was during that time that he gave a
May 9,1961 speech to the National Association of Broadcasters, in which he referred to television as a "vast
wasteland." For 10 points-name this former chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, for whom the
ship on Gilligan's Island was named.
Answer: Newton Minow
11 .
Both Nick Bakay and Chris Berman cite him as one of their greatest influences in the media. He got his most
renowned job in large part because he was the most respected anchorman in Philadelphia . Coupling the music of
Sam Spence with scripts that have been called "Hallmark cards on steroids" and a deep baritone, a collection of his
finest work can be found on the 1999 CD The Power and The Glory. For 10 points--name this "voice of NFL Films"
until his 1984 passing .
Answer: John Facenda

12.
Premier-in-waiting Gordon Campbell suggests that it may do without an official Opposition unless the former ruling
party reaches the constitutionally mandated four seats. A Liberal landslide of 75 ridings of a possible 77 left the
former New Democratic Party with two seats and a black eye. For 10 pOints-name this western Canadian province.
Answer: British Columbia

13.
This region is home to almost 70% of its country's native bird species and the South African Army uses it as a training
ground for tropical warfare. Named for the German chancellor who obtained it from Great Britain in an 1890 general
settlement, this lush savannah area is bounded by the Kwando, Linyanti and Chobe River system on the southern
border with Botswana and with the Zambezi River forming part of its northern boundary with Zambia . For 10 points-name this long, narrow region of Namibia.
Answer: Caprivi Strip
14.
Son of a Scottish professor of Medieval Studies at Princeton, he earned degrees from the University of Chicago and
the Sorbonne, specializing in linguistics at the latter. Dismissed from his own teaching post at Princeton due to
"excessive absence due to travel ," his old friend Marcus Brody set him up at Barnett College in New York, the point of
departure for two of his greatest adventures, recovery of the Holy Grail and of the Ark of the Covenant. For 10
points--name this fictional professor of archeology with a bullwhip.
Answer: Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones, Jr.

15.
In step five, succinyl CoA is enzymatically converted to succinate creating ATP, though most of the energy produced
is captured by the compounds NAD and FAD, which are later converted into ATP . Ending with malate being oxidized
to oxaloacetate, the system begins when acetyl CoA reacts with the compound oxaloacetate to form citrate and to
release coenzyme A. For 10 pOints, name this second stage of cellular respiration that helps break down organic fuel
molecules.
Answer: Krebs cycle or Tricarboxylic acid cycle or TCA cycle or Citric acid cycle

16.
Involved in a patent lawsuit, he wrote Memoires, a satire intended to sway the public in his favor, which he did,
despite losing the lawsuit. He wrote the libretto to an opera, Tarare, which was set to music by Salieri. The author of
minor plays such as Euguenie, and The Two Friends, he is more famous for another series of plays. The third in his
famous series, The Other Tartufe, or The Guilty Mother, was not as successful as its predecessors . For 10 points-identify this playwright and gunrunner who wrote The Barber of Seville.
Answer: Beaumarchais (Pierre Augustin Caron)
17.
It was upon his recommendation to President Roosevelt that his protege, George Marshall, was named Army Chief of
Staff at the start of World War II. A native of Laclede, Missouri, he earned a law degree from Nebraska, served as a
territorial governor of the Philippines, led an expeditionary force to Mexico to capture Pancho Villa, and was named
General of the Armies, the highest military rank ever held by an American military officer. For 10 points-name this
general, bynamed "Black Jack."
'
Answer: John J. Pershing
18,
Part of the western boundary of the United States from 1795 to 1803, its name is usually taken to be the Delaware
Indian word meaning "crooked river." Draining Geauga, Portage, Summit and its namesake county it flows northward
over 100 miles before emptying into Lake Erie. Used as an industrial spillway for decades, it has caught fire several
times most notably on June 22, 1969. For 10 points-name this river that Time magazine referred to as the "river that
oozes rather than flows."
Answer: Cuyahoga River
19.
Serving as a seaman aboard the sailing ship Corvo, he observed a principle in the workings of the ship's capstan,
and during his leisure hours, he carved a wooden representation of his idea. In 1836, he patented his design and
built his first firearms plant, but didn't become a success until 1846, when the U.S, Ordinance Department order a
thousand of his "Walkers" which were built at a plant in Hartford, Connecticut. For 10 points-name this American
gunsmith.
Answer: Samuel Colt
20,
Chapter One begins with the author's differentiation between authentic and inauthentic modes of existence. These
modes get taken up in the contrast between being "ready-to-hand" and "present-at-hand", the former involving a more
interactive engagement with life, Later, in Chapter Six, the author defines the notion of care, which is the human's
primary mode of living, and his ability to project possibilities to the future. For 10 points- identify this work where
Dasein is analyzed, the most famous of Martin Heidegger.
Being and Time
Answer:

21 ,
A strong exponent of evolutionary theory, he argued that human being reenacted evolution in their lives, entitled
"recapitulation theory." Originally a theology student, in late life he wrote Jesus, the Christ, in the Light of Psychology.
A student of Helmholtz, he discovered the value of the questionnaire while in Germany, and used them in two
influential papers on children. For 10 points-- identify this teacher of Dewey while at Johns Hopkins, and founder of
the American Journal of Psychology.
Answer: Granville Stanley Hall
22.
There is an Old Man who urges the title character to give up his evil ways, but he decides to summon Helen of Troy
instead. He is originally taught by Valdes and Cornelius, who sages at Wittenberg. One servant, Robin , by his
mischief is turned into an ape , while his friend Dick is turned into a dog. Another servant, Wagner, is more successful
with his forays into black magic, however, not following in his master's footsteps . For 10 points- identify this drama
about a magician seduced by the devil, written by Christopher Marlowe.
Doctor Faustus
Answer:

23.
Born Eugenio Pacelli in 1876, he was given the massive task of re-codifying canon law at the end of World War I.
After the war, he was made papal nuncio to first Munich, then Berlin and got along well with the Germans before
returning to Rome to be made a Cardinal. During his Christmas mass in 1939, he presented the world a five-point
peace plan, attempting to relieve the suffering of Europeans, Catholic and non-Catholic alike, For 10 points , name
this pontiff, the first to visit America, and the Holy Father during the Second World War.

Answer: Pope Pius XII (12th)
24.
In Paradoxes of the Stoics and Tusculan Disputations, he wrote about philosophical problems . Influencing medieval
writers, St. Ambrose's On the Duties of the Christian was modeled on On Duties, while Alcuin's work was modeled on
On Invention . He wrote an imagined dialogue between Brutus and Atticus detailing the history of oratory entitled
Brutus, though he is best known for his own orations, like his speech against Catiline. For 10 points-- identify this
famed Roman orator who was executed for treason by his enemy Marc Antony.
Answer: Marcus Tullius Cicero

25.
This historian wrote a collection of poetry in the Alemannic dialect entitled "Jumping Jack Songs." His first work, The
Age of Constantine the Great, presented a compelling picture of the transition into Christianity from paganism. His
next work, The Cicerone, was a comprehensive study of Italian art in the form of a travelogue. He also wrote two
works on historiography: Force and Freedom, and Judgments on History and Historians. For 10 points-- identify this
th
19 century historian of The History of the Renaissance in Italy.
Answer: Jacob Burckhardt

26.
Dickens lampoons this author as the mooch Harold Skimpole in Bleak House. He wrote poetry on themes ranging
from Napoleon's downfall in The Descent of Liberty: A Mask, to the love of Paolo and Francesca in The Story of
Rimini. In his own time, however, he was more notable for his career in publishing, having aided in the founding of
Indicator, The Reflector, as well as The Examiner, which published Keats and Shelley. For 10 points- identify this
English author of the poems "Jenny Kissed Me" and "About Ben Adhem."
Answer: Leigh Hunt

27.
His nomination has come under fire due to his ties to the American Spectator magazine and a possible connection to
that publication's "Arkansas Project" which sought to expose any wrong doing by the Clintons in 1994. Many
Republicans claim that the Democrats are attempting to block his nomination because he was successful in arguing
before the Florida Supreme Court on behalf of George W. Bush. For 10 points-name this attorney, who is in a
fractious nomination battle to become the Bush administration's solicitor general.
Answer: Theodore Olson

28.
The only interesting event in this author's life was a trip he took to Japan as the secretary of a Russian admiral. His
account of the trip was summed up in The Frigate Pallas. He also wrote a number of literary articles, the most
important of which was titled A Million Torments, which concerned Griboyedov's Woe from Wit. His first novel, A
Common Story typifies his work, which concern a dreamer living in the harsh social conditions of Russia. For 10
points- identify this author of a novel about one lazy man, Oblomov.
Answer: Ivan Goncharov

22.
Three cities in Japan have played host to the Olympic Games. For 5 points each--name them . For an additional five
points per answer, name the year in which that city hosted the Games.
Answer:

Tokyo
Sapporo
Nagano

23.
For 10 points each--given brief synopsis of a mid-90s alterna-rock "classic," name the song.
(10)

Partially training monologue for women on how to break up with a guy, this Nada Surf tune could be the
theme to a current WB drama.
Answer: "Popular"
(10)

Been down hearted lately? Well, you might what to take a listen to the B.B. King sample in this 1996
Primitive Radio Gods track featured on the soundtrack of The Cable Guy.
Answer: "Standing Outside a Broken Phone Booth with Money in My Hand"
(10)

The first big hit for Goo Goo Dolls, it also describes the state of the child on the band's A Boy Named Goo
album.
Answer: "Naked"
24.
Identify these Nobel Prize winners in literature FTPE:
(10)

This Belgian author of The Intruder, The Blue Bird, and The Princess Maleine won the prize in 1911 . He also
wrote Pelleas et Melisande.
Answer: Maurice Maeterlinck
(10)

This first woman winner of the prize in 1909 wrote such works as The Miracles of the Antichrist, and the
Gosta Berlings saga, though she is best known for The Wonderful Adventures of Nils.
Answer: Selma Lagerlof
(10)

The winner of the 1919 prize, th is Swiss man wrote two important epics, Prometheus and Epimetheus, as
well as The Olympic Spring. He also wrote the novel Two Little Misogynists.
Answer: Carl Spitteler
25.
Bottoms up! Given the description, identify the potent potable, 5-10-15.
(5)

This sweet, fermented honey wine was consumed as far back as 2000 B.C. by the Babylonians but was also
popular among the ancient Britons.
Answer: Mead
(10)

Victorian fathers customarily set aside a pipe, or about 140 U.S. gallons, of this red wine originating from
Oporto, Portugal to be presented to their sons on their 21 st birthday.
Answer: Port
(15)

This mixture of wine, water, and sugar was invented during the Enlightenment by its namesake, an English
colonel whose surname also denotes Ethiopian sovereigns.
Answer: Negus

Seventh Annual Michigan One on One Tournament
Playoff Packet One (Semi Finals) Bonuses
Questions by Ben Heller, Paul Litvak, Mark Calaguas, David Thorsley, and Craig Barker.
1.

Given an overseas U.S. Armed Forces Base, name the country that hosts it-for the stated number of points.

(5)
Ramstein
Answer: Germany
(5)
Iwakuni
Answer: Japan
(10)
Incirlik
Answer: Turkey
(10)
Keflavik
Answer: Iceland
2.

For 10 points each-- The Ministry for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice has been busy, shutting
down women-run bakeries. For 10 points each--

(10)

In what capital city did the Ministry for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice shut down these
bakeries?
Answer: Kabul , Afghanistan
(10)

The Ministry for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice acts under the direct authority of what
Taliban leader?
Answer: Mullah Mohammad Omar
(10)

The woman-run bakeries were largely operated by what program, providing subsidized bread for a fifth of
Kabul's population.
Answer: World Eood Erogram
3.

Some ships go down in history as legends. Others suffer a more ignominious fate. Given a description of
the incident that led to its infamy, name the American ship being described for 10 points each.

(10)

In early August 1964, this U.S. destroyer designated DD 731, reported that North Vietnamese gunboats in
the Gulf of Tonkin had fired upon it, leading to adoption of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution .
Answer: USS Maddox
(10)

Designated AGER 2, this electronic surveillance ship was attacked and captured by North Korea on January
23, 1968, towed to the port of Wonson, and remains as a monument to "the evil of the Capitalist West."
Answer: USS Pueblo
(10)

While deployed in the Persian Gulf on May 17, 1987, this Perry class frigate, designated FFG-31 , was
attacked by two Exocet missiles, leading to a fire that cost three sailors their lives.
Answer: USS Stark
4.

Name these hormones, for 10 points each .

(10)

Naturally it causes milk to be ejected during lactation. It is used clinically to help begin or to continue labour,
to control bleeding following delivery, and to stimulate the secretion of breast milk.
Answer: Oxytosin
(10)

This thyroid hormone's principal function is to stimulate the consumption of oxygen and thus the metabolism
of all cells and tissues in the body.
Answer: Thyroxin
(10)

It causes constriction in many networks of minute blood vessels but dilates the blood vessels in the skeletal
muscles and the liver, increases the rate and force of contraction of the heart, and increased blood sugar
levels. It is associated with the fight ofillight response.
Answer: Epinephrine or Adrenaline

5.
Identify these confessional poets from description 5-10-15:
(5)
This poet who wrote Delusions, Etc. is better known for his Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, as well as his
Dream Songs.
Answer:
John Berryman
(10)

He wrote a trilogy of plays, The Old Glory, but is better known for the poetry collections Land of Unlikeness,
and Lord Weary's Castle, which won the Pulitzer in 1946.
Answer:
Robert Lowell
(15)

This confessional poet is best known for his Heart's Needle, which examines the poet's relationship with his
daughter following his divorce.
Answer:
William DeWitt Snodgrass

6.
With the passage of the Second Reconstruction Act of March 2, 1867, the former Confederacy was divided into five
military districts, each controlled by a general of the United States Army. For five pOints each, and a bonus five for all
correct, name those initial five district commanders.
Answer: John M. Schofield
John Pope
Daniel E. Sickles
Edward Ord
Phillip H. Sheridan

7.
Answer the following about John Wooden-for the stated number of points.
(5)
For five points-give Wooden's "mystical" nickname.
Answer: "The Wizard of Westwood"
(10)
For 10 points--Wooden was a National Player of the Year for what Big Ten university?
Answer: Purdue University
(15)

For 15 points--Wooden's life philosophy can be summed up by this diagram, espoused relentlessly by Bill
Walton.
Answer: The Pyramid of Success

8.
FTSNOP, identify this philosophical oddities.
(5)

This is the problem of infinite sets originated in a letter to Frege, which undermined his philosophy of
mathematics. It was solved by the originator's theory of types.
Answer: Russell's paradox
(10)

This is a medieval problem of free will in which the titular creature is trapped between two equidistant bales
of hay, and is unable to choose between them, starving to death.
Answer: Buridan's Ass
(15)

This is a problem of induction originated by Nelson Goodman, and is the property of being green if
discovered before a certain time, otherwise being blue. The property possibly being applied to emeralds
shows the possibilities of infinitely many absurd inductive leaps.
Answer: Grue

9.
30-20-10 Give the anthropologist from works
(30)
Coral Gardens and Their Magic, and Sex and Repression in Savage Society.
(20)
The Family Among Australian AbOrigines, Dynamics of Cultural Change , A Scientific Theory of Culture
(10)
The introduction to Jomo Kenyatta's Facing Mount Kenya, and Argonauts ofthe Western Pacific
Answer: Bronsilaw Malinowski

10.
Identify these plays by August Strindberg FTPE:
This play proximately concerns the heroine's joining of a servants' party, her seduce of the footman Jean, and her
eventual suicide.
Answer: Miss Julie
Depicting the relationship between the Edgar and his wife Alice, the play focuses on Edgar's illness and Alice's new
found power over their lives.
Answer: The Dance of Death
In this play, the Captain is tormented to death by his wife Laura with the thought that their daughter Bertha is actually
not his.
Answer: The Father
11 .
Name the following cellular organelles, for 15 points from a disease that effects it, 5 if you need a description of what
it does:
15:

Hurler's syndrome involves a defect in the metabolism of mucopolysaccharides and is just one of several
diseases that effects acid hydrolases.

5:

They contain a wide variety of hydrolytic enzymes that break down macromolecules and have become
known as "the Suicide Sack."
Answer: Lysosomes
15:

A genetic deficiency of u1-antitrypsin that causes it to be abnormally folded and build up in this organelle is
the most common cause of childhood liver disease and metabolic emphysema.

5:
This system of membranous vesicles in the cytoplasm can be rough or smooth.
Answer: ER or Endoplasmic Reticulum

12.
She is pondering a return to politics in her home state and analysts and Will Ferrell alike claim that she would be a
formidable opponent. For 10 points each(10)
Who is this former Miami-Dade County prosecutor pondering a run for Florida governor?
Answer: Janet Reno
(10)
What Florida Secretary of State is also considering a run for governor on the Republican side?
Answer: Kathleen Harris
(10)
Both candidates would still likely have to face what well-connected incumbent Florida governor?
Answer: John Ellis "Jeb" Bush

13.
For ten points each, name the following people who have made major contributions to the field of sociology who
aren't Karl Marx.
(10)

Best know for his law of the three stages, which explained man's understanding of natural and social
processes , this Frenchman is considered to be the "Father of Modern Sociology."
Answer: Auguste Comte (Com-tuh)
(10)

Referenced heavily by Marx and Engels in their writings, this man's The Phenomenology of Mind was
finished on the eve of the battle of Jena (Yah-na).
Answer: Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
(10)

One of Marx's largest critics, this order theorist believed that his "division of labor" was the explanation of
why capitalism would succeed.
Answer: Emile Durkheim

14.
Name these U.S. cities named for statesmen, for 10 points each .
(10)

Originally known as Fort Duquesne, it was renamed for the British Prime Minister at the time of its
construction in 1754.
Answer: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
(10)

In 1904 Judge James Wickersham transferred the U.S. Fourth Judicial Division headquarters to this city,
named for a former U.S. vice-president, thus sustaining its size after the Klondike gold rush.
Answer: Fairbanks, Alaska
The largest city in the state in both population and area, it is named for the first governor of the Florida
Territory.
Answer: Jacksonville, Florida
(10)

15.
Three actors have been twice nominated for Best Actor for playing the same character. Given the character, name
the actor so honored-for 10 points each.
"Fast" Eddie Felson
(10)
Answer: Paul Newman
(10)
Michael Corleone
Answer: AI Pacino
(10)
Father O'Malley
Answer: Bing Crosby

16.
Wire services are the backbone of any paper, providing timely information to the world, all while getting the by-line.
For 10 points each-given a description of a wire service, name it.
(10)

Now owned by the Reverend Moon, it was founded in 1907 by E.W. Scripps to pull in news from around the
world.
Answer: United Press International or UPI
(10)

Founded in 1851 by a German-born immigrant, it was the first to report Lincoln's assassination in Europe
and is still generally considered to be Europe's finest news service.
Answer: Reuters
Founded in New York in 1848 by a group often men representing six newspapers, its initial goal was to
offset the prohibitive costs of transmitting news by telegraph.
Answer: The Associated ,Eress
(10)

17.
Identify the following poems of Robert Browning from description, FTPE:
(10)

This poem is narrated by the renaissance duke of Ferrara, who pOints out a picture of the titular woman on
the wall , his wife whom he had killed .
Answer: My Last Duchess
(10)

This is a poetic drama about a poor child who works in a silk mill in Italy who appears at critical moments in
the lives of other characters of the play.
Answer: Pippa Passes
(10)

A poem about old age, this poem first appeared in the collection Dramatis Personae, and the narrator is one
of the most distinguished Jewish scholars of the Middle Ages.
Answer: Rabbi Ben Ezra

18.
For 10 points each, name these Nobel Prize winning physicists from their discoveries that helped them win the prize.
(10)
His discovery of the diffraction of X-rays in crystals enabled scientists to study the structure of crystals and
hence marked the origin of solid-state physics
Answer: Max van Laue
(10)
This father and son pair won for their research on the determination of crystal structures using X-rays.
Answer: William and Laurence ID:2.9.9.
(10)

His work on X-ray scattering, which occurs when X rays pass through a material and are deflected by the
atomic electrons, proved useful is studying atomic structures.
Answer: Charles Barkla
19.
He's among the world's most visible 81-year old globetrotters. For 10 points each--answer the questions about
Travels with John Paul II.
(10)

Anger over the Holy Father's trip to Greece stems from this 1054 event which split the Catholic Church from
the Greek Orthodox Church.
Answer: The Great Schism
(10)

The pontiffs historic visit to a Syrian mosque was prompted largely because it contained the purported
gravesite of Yahya, this important figure in Christianity.
Answer: John the Baptist
(10)

The final leg of the trip finished strong for the Pope, as he concluded his three-country tour with this island
nation, which is over 98% Catholic.
Answer: Malta
20.
Given the common name of an English Premier team's stadium, name the team--for the stated number of pOints.
(5)
Anfield
Answer: Liverpool FC
(10)
White Hart Lane
Answer: Tottenham Hotspur or Spurs
(5)
Old Trafford
Answer: Manchester 1!nited FC
(10)
Highbury
Answer: Arsenal FC
21 .
th
Identify these 20 century British dramatists from description FTPE:
(10)
This deeply religious dramatist gained fame for such works as A Phoenix Too Frequent and a historical
drama, Curtmantle, but is best known for The Lady's Not For Burning.
Answer: Christopher ill
(10)

This master of the so-called well-made play has written such works as French without Tears, and Ross, and
The Browning Version, the story of a boys' school.
Answer: Sir Terence Rattigan
(10)

Known for his comedies about the British leisure class, this playwright has written such plays as Hay Fever,
and Cavalcade, as well as Song at Twilight, a play about a homosexual playwright.
Answer: Noel Coward

